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Robert Künnemann coercion resistance

Disclaimer
• towards, as in: not there yet.  

• started as M.Sc. thesis, extended for Crypto 2011 

• found flaw afterwards 

• (absolute) definition is incomplete, fix is unsound 

• new proposal for relative notion, but how to tell it is 
correct?
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Robert Künnemann coercion resistance

Motivation: voting schemes

• you know this introduction :) 

• for me, personally: what are the things we expect 
from voting? Can we learn more about pen-and-
paper elections? 

• won't talk about universal/individual verifiability
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Robert Künnemann coercion resistance

From secrecy to coercion 
resistance

• vote-privacy: protocol does not reveal your vote 

• receipt-freeness: voter cannot produce receipt 

• coercion-resistance: voter cannot produce 
receipt, even if interacting with coercer
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Robert Künnemann coercion resistance

From secrecy to coercion 
resistance

• vote-privacy: voter is honest 

• receipt-freeness 

• coercion-resistance
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} voter is dishonest.

Andrea Ypsilanti, chairman 
of social-democratic party 
in Hess, 2008
asked/pressured MPs to take 
photograph of ballot.



Robert Künnemann coercion resistance

Motivation: game theory

• existing definitions (KTV 2010, UM-Q 2010): there 
is a deception strategy which 

• achieves the good thing (e.g., votes for I) 

• is indistinguishable from a voter which "obeyes"
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UC/c
• aesthetically pleasing for people who like UC
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Announced randomness
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Figure 1: Simple vote with an insecure channel and announced randomness (P
1

) or unan-
nounced randomness (P

2

) and incoercibility bounds on corresponding games G
1

and G
2

. �
is the probability that the channel is insecure, w the player’s pay-off when he disobeys.

fig:known-unknown-randomness

There are, however, two drawbacks of this indistinguishability-based approach. The
first is more of philosophical nature: Although it seems that the existence of a deception
strategy is precisely what we need to be incoercible, it actually is a means to achieve the
goal of incoercibility, not the goal itself. If, e.g., there was some other way of ensuring
incoercibility, that would be fine, too. Thus, it would be preferable to give a definition
of incoercibility that directly models the requirement “I cannot be forced via punishment”
instead of modelling the means “I can deceive the coercer”. (One might hypothetically
imagine that in some situations, other possibilities than deceiving are available to avoid
coercion.)

The second drawback is more practical: In many situations, we will not have perfect
incoercibility. That is, no deception strategy exists that is totally indistinguishable from
obeying the adversary. Indeed, in the example of voting, the tally will usually reveal a bit
of information about the individual votes. Thus, any voting protocol is to a certain extent
coercible. The question is: how much and in which situations? Of course, it is easy to
add a measure of coercibility to the indistinguishability-based notions: one introduces a
parameter � that specifies the probability with which the coercer can distinguish between
obeying and deceiving. This was indeed made explicit in [1] and [8]. However, it turns
out that such a measure of coercibility falls short from precisely describing how coercible a
given protocol is. We give a small example: Consider the following two protocols P

1

and P
2

:
In both protocols, the player has the choice to obey or to disobey, a choice that becomes
known to the adversary only in case the channel used for transmission is compromised. This
happens with a probability of �. The difference between the two protocols is that in P

1

, the
player knows before voting whether the channel is secure, while in P

2

he does not. More
precisely (see also Figure 1), in P

1

, we assume some trusted party (e.g., a voting booth)
that first chooses whether the channel is secure (with probability 1� �), and then informs
the player. Afterwards, the player may choose to obey or disobey. Finally, if the channel is
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Robert Künnemann coercion resistance

Game-theoretic framework
• Two player player one-shot game with TMs as 

strategies: 

• players: P,C 

• output of game: outcome x punishment 

• utility functions for P/C, u: outcome → ℝ 

• punishment cost: p: punishment → ℝ
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Robert Künnemann coercion resistance

Equilibria
• most famous: Nash equilibrium  

• best response to MC: MP,s.t. u(MC,MP)≥u(MC,MP') 

• everyone plays the best response to everyone else 

• approach: coercion is in equilibrium  

• best response to an effective coercer is obeying 

• best response to an obeying player is: not coercing….
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Robert Künnemann coercion resistance

Best response for player
• deception strategy may depend on coercer: 

• best-response is a nice measure 

• but goal should still be reached 

• define disarmed/threat-utility as expected value of 

• udis: based on outcome 

• uthr: udis - punishment
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Harmless coercer

• a coercer is harmless iff best-response with and 
without threat have same disarmed utility 

• Example: u(Clinton)=5 u(Trump)=0 u(Stein)=10 

• protocol incoercible if for all (reasonable) utility 
functions, all coercers are harmless.
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1
I N T RODUCT ION

All violence consists in some people forcing others, under threat of
su�ering or death, to do what they do not want to do.

— Leo Tolstoy

������, ��:�. trans. To constrain or restrain (a voluntary or moral
agent) by the application of superior force, or by authority resting on
force; to constrain to compliance or obedience by forcible means; ‘to

keep in order by force’ [..]

— Weiner et al. [����], The Oxford Dictionary

In a world of people with di�erent aspirations, and various resources to
follow their aspirations, there are situations in which the use of those
resources allows the coercion of another person. In a world of rational
agents coercion will be the means of choice, as long as it is an e�ective
use of those resources. In the interest of fair use of a protocol, coercion
has to be made unattractive.

���� �� ��������? The de�nition of coercion depends on the con-
text. The naïve approach of “A coerces B i� A brings extreme pressure to
bear on B and B gives in ” does not su�ce to describe all scenarios appro-
priately, because based on legal and political backgrounds the pressure
can be legal. It is important whether A is entitled to make such an o�er
of reducing the pressure. Obviously bribing falls into the same category
as coercion. A discourse in the �eld of moral philosophy serves us for
�nding inspiration.
Wertheimer [����] tries to develop a theory of coercion in order to

describe coercion based on how it is described in law. He describes
in which situations juristic acts are invalidated and coerced persons
exempt from responsibility. His moralized theory requires two conditions
(“prongs”) to be satis�ed:

�. The Proposal Prong. A threatens B by wrongfully (viz. without
moral justi�cation) making B a proposal such that, unless B com-
plies, B will be in a worse position than B was otherwise entitled
to expect to be; and

�. The Choice Prong. B is morally justi�ed in complying (e. g., since
there is no reasonable alternative) and does comply with A’s pro-
posal.

(quoting literally from Honore [����], which summarizes Wertheimer
[����]).

�

for all
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Results
• definition grounded in Wertheimer's Definition 

• relative variant: P δ-as-good-as Q if for same utility function, same 
loss of disarmed utility (up to δ) 

• connection to UC/c: if P emulates ideal voting functionality, then it is 
0-as-good-as it. 

• connection to KTV: if P is δ-KTV-incoercible, and udis smaller w, then 
min{w,δ}-incoercible (absolute). 

• counter-example KTV: coercer makes his vote dependent via secret 

• analysis of ideal voting in election district Saarbrücken: value of 
objective needs to be higher than 4% of punishment.
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There are, however, two drawbacks of this indistinguishability-based approach. The
first is more of philosophical nature: Although it seems that the existence of a deception
strategy is precisely what we need to be incoercible, it actually is a means to achieve the
goal of incoercibility, not the goal itself. If, e.g., there was some other way of ensuring
incoercibility, that would be fine, too. Thus, it would be preferable to give a definition
of incoercibility that directly models the requirement “I cannot be forced via punishment”
instead of modelling the means “I can deceive the coercer”. (One might hypothetically
imagine that in some situations, other possibilities than deceiving are available to avoid
coercion.)

The second drawback is more practical: In many situations, we will not have perfect
incoercibility. That is, no deception strategy exists that is totally indistinguishable from
obeying the adversary. Indeed, in the example of voting, the tally will usually reveal a bit
of information about the individual votes. Thus, any voting protocol is to a certain extent
coercible. The question is: how much and in which situations? Of course, it is easy to
add a measure of coercibility to the indistinguishability-based notions: one introduces a
parameter � that specifies the probability with which the coercer can distinguish between
obeying and deceiving. This was indeed made explicit in [1] and [8]. However, it turns
out that such a measure of coercibility falls short from precisely describing how coercible a
given protocol is. We give a small example: Consider the following two protocols P

1

and P
2

:
In both protocols, the player has the choice to obey or to disobey, a choice that becomes
known to the adversary only in case the channel used for transmission is compromised. This
happens with a probability of �. The difference between the two protocols is that in P

1

, the
player knows before voting whether the channel is secure, while in P

2

he does not. More
precisely (see also Figure 1), in P

1

, we assume some trusted party (e.g., a voting booth)
that first chooses whether the channel is secure (with probability 1� �), and then informs
the player. Afterwards, the player may choose to obey or disobey. Finally, if the channel is
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You

Analysis Saarbrücken
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Problem: legal coercion
• coercer can vote, too. 

• punishment by voting (incompleteness). 

• C votes Stein and punishes if P sends "Hello", 
otherwise Trump 

• threat-best-response sends Hello, disarmed-
best-response not. 

• disarmed best-response has worse pay-off

17



Robert Künnemann coercion resistance

Problem: legal coercion

• legal coercion masks actual coercion: if voting for Trump is bad 
enough, receipt-giving protocol counts as incoercible 
(unsoundness..?). 

• coercer can vote Trump to force P into providing receipt 

• counter-example for indist.-based notions does not fly anymore

18

1 Tuesday

Three definitions of incoercibility:

OldDef: MC is harmless i↵ 8MP 2 BRthr(MC) and 8M 0
P 2 BRdis(MC)

have Udis
P (Mc,M

0
P )  Udis

P (MC ,MP ). Proto incoercible if all coercers are harm-
less.

Intuition: Whatever dis-utility MC can produce with threat is not worse (for
player) than the dis-utility he would get without threats.

OldDefVariant:

min
MP ,MC with MP2BRdis

Udis
P (MC ,MP )

 min
MP ,MC with MP2BRthr

Udis
P (MC ,MP ).

NewDef: MC is harmless if 8/9MP 2 BRthr(MC) such that 9M 0
C . MP 2

BRdis(M 0
C).

Intuition: Whatever MC can make MP do could also have been done by
some other M 0

C that has no threat.

Problem with OldDef: Consider a coercer as follows: If the coercer gets
HELLO from player, he punishes and votes good. Otherwise punishes, votes
bad. A threat-BR will not send HELLO. A dis-BR will send HELLO. Thus the
dis-BR will have a better dis-payo↵. Hence the proto is considered coercible
even if it is a perfect voting scheme with secret tally.

Problem with OldDefVariant: Assume a voting. Three parties A, B, EVIL. If
EVIL gets at least one vote, Udis

P assumes minimal value. Then the two minima
in OldDefVariant are reached by a coercer that votes for EVIL. We have equality,
the protocol is incoercible. Thus even a protocol where the coercer could force
player to vote for A would be considered incoercible. (E.g., if the proto reveals
player’s vote.)

No problem known with NewDef. But: How to make it quantitative? The
only obvious place to insert an " is in the second BRdis. I.e., 9M 0

C 2 MP 2
"-BRdis(M 0

C). But it is di�cult to clearly interpret the meaning of this ". Note:
to a certain extent we can make quantitative statements even in "-free NewDef,
namely, for what punishments does the proto become incoercible. Questions: Is
that enough? If not, what is the interpretation of " in front of BR? How does
a quantitative NewDef behave with the various quantitative example protocols
we have studied? Are there other problems with NewDef?

2 Wednesday

We studied the announced/secret randomness example from the paper to get
an idea of the quantitative view using NewDef. Let p be the probability that

1



Robert Künnemann coercion resistance

Proposal f. relative notion
• P is as-good-as Q, if 

• for all MC and MP∈BRthr(MC) in P 

• there exist MC' and MP'∈BRthr(MC') in Q 

• s.t. the outcome is (often enough) the same 

• reflexive, transitive, but if Q is disarmed version of 
P, legal coercion still masks illegal coercion

19



Robert Künnemann coercion resistance

Conclusion
• ? 

• game-theoretic foundation for simulation-based notions seem 
achievable, framework has proven very useful. 

• quantifying incoercibility in actual districts is interesting — large 
variations in size of voting districts in Germany could lead to 
problems 

• approach: rational defender, irrational attacker seems ok (to me) 
can add economics, budget etc., too. 

• maybe masking is ok? look only at utility functions where actual 
punishment is more severe than punishment by voting behaviour 
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Thank you for your 
attention.

Ask away!
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